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HAPPY DONUTS
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EXERCISE BOOK A5 PP

square: C23980CP | lined: C52232CP
60 sheets

DOCUMENT ENVELOPE A4 PP

C23973CP
stud press closing

WALLET SLIM

CF056665
polyester, velcro closing, multiple zip and slide pockets, 

branded zippullers

PEN CASE BOX CAMPUS

CF062665
polyester, inside divider with penloops, 

branded zippuller

PEN CASE DOUBLE DECK  JUMPER

CF066665
polyester, 2 compartments filled with 35 stationery items, 

branded zippullers

GYM BAG WITH ZIPPOCKET VERT

CF070665
polyester, closing with drawstrings, 

zippered frontpocket



BACKPACK SPINER THERMIC 41CM

CF001665
polyester, 2 main compartments, organiser frontpocket, 

isothermic frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, 
ergonomic backpanel, padded bottompanel & shoulderstraps, 

reflective safety features, strong top handle, 
branded zippullers

BACKPACK TOBY 35CM

CF049665
polyester, main compartment, frontpocket, 

elasticated sidepockets, 
padded back/bottompanel & shoulderstraps, 

reflective safety features, 
sternum strap with rescue whistle, branded zippullers

BACKPACK RIDER 43CM

CF059665
polyester, 2 main compartments, laptop pocket, frontpocket, 

elasticated sidepockets, ergonomic backpanel, 
padded bottompanel & shoulderstraps, 

reflective safety features, 
branded zippullers

BACKPACK JIMMY LED 38CM

CF110665
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop divider, organizer 
frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, EVA backpanel, padded 

bottompanel & shoulderstraps, reflective safety features, 
multicolor LED light* feature with USB connection, sternum strap 

with rescue whistle, strong top handle, branded zippullers

* 3x AA batteries not included

BACKPACK TROLLEY STARR 46CM

CF035665
polyester, 2 main compartments, organising frontpockets, 
elasticated sidepockets, padded backpanel & detachable  

shoulderstraps, hardshell bottompanel with profiled wheels, 
single bar telescopic system, reflective safety features, 

strong top handle, branded zippullers

LED LIGHT SAFETY FEATURE



THERMO BOTTLE BONO 350ML

CZ10665
insulated stainless steel body, leak proof lock, 

flip spout and straw, handle, BPA free

COOLERBAG LUNCH

CF104665
polyester, isothermic padding and lining, 
zippocket on backside, webbing handle, 

branded zippullers

WATER BOTTLE BIBBY 420 ML

CZ08665
SAN, leak proof lock, folded mouthpiece and straw, 

handle, BPA free

LUNCHBOX WITH DIVIDER FOODYX 765ML

CZ18665
PP, double sided lock, separate dish inside, 

BPA free



ADVENTURE PARK
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EXERCISE BOOK A5 PP

square: C24796CP | lined: C52355CP
60 sheets

DOCUMENT ENVELOPE A4 PP

C24789CP
stud press closing

WALLET SLIM

CF056672
polyester, velcro closing, multiple zip and slide pockets, 

branded zippullers

PEN CASE BOX CAMPUS

CF062672
polyester, inside divider with penloops, 

branded zippuller

PEN CASE DOUBLE DECK  JUMPER

CF066672
polyester, 2 compartments filled with 35 stationery items, 

branded zippullers

GYM BAG WITH ZIPPOCKET VERT

CF070672
polyester, closing with drawstrings, 

zippered frontpocket



BACKPACK SPINER THERMIC 41CM

CF001672
polyester, 2 main compartments, organiser frontpocket, 

isothermic frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, 
ergonomic backpanel, padded bottompanel & shoulderstraps, 

reflective safety features, strong top handle, 
branded zippullers

BACKPACK TOBY 35CM

CF049672
polyester, main compartment, frontpocket, 

elasticated sidepockets, 
padded back/bottompanel & shoulderstraps, 

reflective safety features, 
sternum strap with rescue whistle, branded zippullers

BACKPACK RIDER 43CM

CF059672
polyester, 2 main compartments, laptop pocket, frontpocket, 

elasticated sidepockets, ergonomic backpanel, 
padded bottompanel & shoulderstraps, 

reflective safety features, 
branded zippullers

BACKPACK JIMMY LED 38CM

CF110672
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop divider, organizer 
frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, EVA backpanel, padded 

bottompanel & shoulderstraps, reflective safety features, 
multicolor LED light* feature with USB connection, sternum strap 

with rescue whistle, strong top handle, branded zippullers

BACKPACK TROLLEY STARR 46CM

CF035672
polyester, 2 main compartments, organising frontpockets, 
elasticated sidepockets, padded backpanel & detachable  

shoulderstraps, hardshell bottompanel with profiled wheels, 
single bar telescopic system, reflective safety features, 

strong top handle, branded zippullers

LED LIGHT SAFETY FEATURE

* 3x AA batteries not included



THERMO BOTTLE BONO 350ML

CZ10672
insulated stainless steel body, leak proof lock, 

flip spout and straw, handle, BPA free

COOLERBAG LUNCH

CF104672
polyester, isothermic padding and lining, 
zippocket on backside, webbing handle, 

branded zippullers

WATER BOTTLE BIBBY 420 ML

CZ08672
SAN, leak proof lock, folded mouthpiece and straw, 

handle, BPA free

LUNCHBOX WITH DIVIDER FOODYX 765ML

CZ18672
PP, double sided lock, separate dish inside, 

BPA free



LET’S GOAL
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EXERCISE BOOK A5 PP

square: C25151CP | lined: C52416CP
60 sheets

DOCUMENT ENVELOPE A4 PP

C25144CP
stud press closing

WALLET SLIM

CF056674
polyester, velcro closing, multiple zip and slide pockets, 

branded zippullers

PEN CASE BOX CAMPUS

CF062674
polyester, inside divider with penloops, 

branded zippuller

PEN CASE DOUBLE DECK  JUMPER

CF066674
polyester, 2 compartments filled with 35 stationery items, 

branded zippullers

GYM BAG WITH ZIPPOCKET VERT

CF070674
polyester, closing with drawstrings, 

zippered frontpocket



BACKPACK SPINER THERMIC 41CM

CF001674
polyester, 2 main compartments, organiser frontpocket, 

isothermic frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, 
ergonomic backpanel, padded bottompanel & shoulderstraps, 

reflective safety features, strong top handle, 
branded zippullers

BACKPACK TOBY 35CM

CF049674
polyester, main compartment, frontpocket, 

elasticated sidepockets, 
padded back/bottompanel & shoulderstraps, 

reflective safety features, 
sternum strap with rescue whistle, branded zippullers

BACKPACK RIDER 43CM

CF059674
polyester, 2 main compartments, laptop pocket, frontpocket, 

elasticated sidepockets, ergonomic backpanel, 
padded bottompanel & shoulderstraps, 

reflective safety features, 
branded zippullers

BACKPACK JIMMY LED 38CM

CF110674
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop divider, organizer 
frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, EVA backpanel, padded 

bottompanel & shoulderstraps, reflective safety features, 
multicolor LED light* feature with USB connection, sternum strap 

with rescue whistle, strong top handle, branded zippullers

BACKPACK TROLLEY STARR 46CM

CF035674
polyester, 2 main compartments, organising frontpockets, 
elasticated sidepockets, padded backpanel & detachable  

shoulderstraps, hardshell bottompanel with profiled wheels, 
single bar telescopic system, reflective safety features, 

strong top handle, branded zippullers

LED LIGHT SAFETY FEATURE

* 3x AA batteries not included



THERMO BOTTLE BONO 350ML

CZ10674
insulated stainless steel body, leak proof lock, 

flip spout and straw, handle, BPA free

COOLERBAG LUNCH

CF104674
polyester, isothermic padding and lining, 
zippocket on backside, webbing handle, 

branded zippullers

WATER BOTTLE BIBBY 420 ML

CZ08674
SAN, leak proof lock, folded mouthpiece and straw, 

handle, BPA free

LUNCHBOX WITH DIVIDER FOODYX 765ML

CZ18674
PP, double sided lock, separate dish inside, 

BPA free



MALINDI
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NOTEBOOK A4 HARDCOVER PP WIRE-O

C30285CP
white graph paper

5 colour themed bookmarks
200 pages

NOTEBOOK A5 HARDCOVER

C30292CP
white ruled paper

elastic band
80 sheets

RINGBINDER A4

C30308CP
100 sheets, 70g

4 coloured graph sheets

DOCUMENT ENVELOPE A4 PP

C30315CP
stud press closing

PEN CASE 2 COMPARTMENTS PRIMO

CF105741
polyester, 2 main compartments, 

branded zippullers

WAIST BAG ALBANY

CF075741
polyester, 1 main compartment, 1 frontpocket, 

mesh padded backside, adjustable waist webbing strap, 
branded zippullers



BACKPACK SCOUT 45CM

CF096741
polyester, 2 main compartments and zippered frontpocket 

with stormflaps, 1 side pocket, laptop pocket, internal organizer, 
padded back/bottompanel and shoulderstraps, 

latex light clip-on, zippullers with soft ribbon

BACKPACK SLIGHT 29CM

CF012741
polyester, 1 main compartment, 1 frontpocket, 

padded back/bottompanel and shoulderstraps, 
branded zippullers

BACKPACK DRAFTER 45CM

CF010741
polyester, 3 main compartments, 1 frontpocket, 2 side pockets, 

laptop pocket, 2 internal zip pocket, internal organizer, 
padded back/bottompanel, shoulderstraps & top handle, 

branded zippullers

BACKPACK BLIS 37CM

CF058741
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop and mesh pocket, 

1 frontpocket, 1 sliding pocket on backside, 
padded back/bottompanel and shoulderstraps, 

double top handle, branded zippullers



SHOULDER BAG AMBER

CF050741
polyester, zippered main compartment, zippered frontpocket, 

inside zip pocket, PU finished handles, 
detachable shoulderstrap, padded bottompanel, 

zippullers with soft ribbon

SHOULDER BAG SHOPPER

CF079741
polyester, 1 main compartment, 

zippered swing pocket inside, 
branded zippuller

SHOULDER BAG SOHO

CF051741
polyester, zippered main compartment, zippered frontpocket, 

inside swing pocket, short & long handles, 
detachable shoulderstrap, padded bottompanel, 

branded zippullers

THERMO BOTTLE 500ML

CZ04741
insulated stainless steel, airtight turning lock, BPA free

WATER BOTTLE BRISK 600ML

CZ16741
SAN, leak proof lock, drinking spout, webbing handle, BPA free

COFFEE MUG 350ML

CZ22741
stainless steel, sip lid lock, spill proof



JIMMY LED
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BACKPACK JIMMY LED 38CM LET’S GOAL

CF110674
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop divider, organizer 
frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, EVA backpanel, padded 

bottompanel & shoulderstraps, reflective safety features, 
multicolor LED light* feature with USB connection, sternum strap 

with rescue whistle, strong top handle, branded zippullers

BACKPACK JIMMY LED 38CM TOUCANS

CF110662
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop divider, organizer 
frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, EVA backpanel, padded 

bottompanel & shoulderstraps, reflective safety features, 
multicolor LED light* feature with USB connection, sternum strap 

with rescue whistle, strong top handle, branded zippullers

BACKPACK JIMMY LED 38CM ADVENTURE PARK

CF110672
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop divider, organizer 
frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, EVA backpanel, padded 

bottompanel & shoulderstraps, reflective safety features, 
multicolor LED light* feature with USB connection, sternum strap 

with rescue whistle, strong top handle, branded zippullers

BACKPACK JIMMY LED 38CM SHOPPY

CF110661
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop divider, organizer 
frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, EVA backpanel, padded 

bottompanel & shoulderstraps, reflective safety features, 
multicolor LED light* feature with USB connection, sternum strap 

with rescue whistle, strong top handle, branded zippullers

BACKPACK JIMMY LED 38CM DONUTS

CF110665
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop divider, organizer 
frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, EVA backpanel, padded 

bottompanel & shoulderstraps, reflective safety features, 
multicolor LED light* feature with USB connection, sternum strap 

with rescue whistle, strong top handle, branded zippullers

* 3x AA batteries not included



BACKPACK JIMMY LED 38CM PEEK A BOO

CF110675
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop divider, organizer 
frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, EVA backpanel, padded 

bottompanel & shoulderstraps, reflective safety features, 
multicolor LED light* feature with USB connection, sternum strap 

with rescue whistle, strong top handle, branded zippullers

BACKPACK JIMMY LED 38CM BLUE UNICORN

CF110670
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop divider, organizer 
frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, EVA backpanel, padded 

bottompanel & shoulderstraps, reflective safety features, 
multicolor LED light* feature with USB connection, sternum strap 

with rescue whistle, strong top handle, branded zippullers

BACKPACK JIMMY LED 38CM BIG CITY

CF110673
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop divider, organizer 
frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, EVA backpanel, padded 

bottompanel & shoulderstraps, reflective safety features, 
multicolor LED light* feature with USB connection, sternum strap 

with rescue whistle, strong top handle, branded zippullers

BACKPACK JIMMY LED 38CM GAME OVER

CF110679
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop divider, organizer 
frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, EVA backpanel, padded 

bottompanel & shoulderstraps, reflective safety features, 
multicolor LED light* feature with USB connection, sternum strap 

with rescue whistle, strong top handle, branded zippullers

BACKPACK JIMMY LED 38CM CATCH ME

CF110666
polyester, 1 main compartment with laptop divider, organizer 
frontpocket, elasticated sidepockets, EVA backpanel, padded 

bottompanel & shoulderstraps, reflective safety features, 
multicolor LED light* feature with USB connection, sternum strap 

with rescue whistle, strong top handle, branded zippullers

* 3x AA batteries not included
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LUNCH BOX, FOLDABLE 800ML POWDER MINT

CZ12645
soft touch silicone, 4 side lock, air vent button,

BPA free

LUNCH BOX, FOLDABLE 800ML POWDER BLUE

CZ12646
soft touch silicone, 4 side lock, air vent button,

BPA free

TRAVEL CUP, FOLDABLE 355ML POWDER MINT

CZ13645
soft touch silicone, plastic lid with mouthpiece cover, 

solid plastic hand grip, BPA free

TRAVEL CUP, FOLDABLE 355ML POWDER BLUE

CZ13646
soft touch silicone, plastic lid with mouthpiece cover, 

solid plastic hand grip, BPA free

WATER BOTTLE, FOLDABLE 600ML POWDER MINT

CZ14645
soft touch silicone, roll up function, drinking spout,

BPA free

WATER BOTTLE, FOLDABLE 600ML POWDER BLUE

CZ14646
soft touch silicone, roll up function, drinking spout,

BPA free



LUNCH BOX, FOLDABLE 800ML POWDER PURPLE

CZ12648
soft touch silicone, 4 side lock, air vent button,

BPA free

LUNCH BOX, FOLDABLE 800ML POWDER PINK

CZ12647
soft touch silicone, 4 side lock, air vent button,

BPA free

TRAVEL CUP, FOLDABLE 355ML POWDER PURPLE

CZ13648
soft touch silicone, plastic lid with mouthpiece cover, 

solid plastic hand grip, BPA free

TRAVEL CUP, FOLDABLE 355ML POWDER PINK

CZ13647
soft touch silicone, plastic lid with mouthpiece cover, 

solid plastic hand grip, BPA free

WATER BOTTLE, FOLDABLE 600ML POWDER PURPLE

CZ14648
soft touch silicone, roll up function, drinking spout,

BPA free

WATER BOTTLE, FOLDABLE 600ML POWDER PINK

CZ14647
soft touch silicone, roll up function, drinking spout,

BPA free



LUNCH BOX, FOLDABLE 800ML POWDER YELLOW

CZ12649
soft touch silicone, 4 side lock, air vent button,

BPA free

LUNCH BOX, FOLDABLE 800ML POWDER PEACH

CZ12650
soft touch silicone, 4 side lock, air vent button,

BPA free

TRAVEL CUP, FOLDABLE 355ML POWDER YELLOW

CZ13649
soft touch silicone, plastic lid with mouthpiece cover, 

solid plastic hand grip, BPA free

TRAVEL CUP, FOLDABLE 355ML POWDER PEACH

CZ13650
soft touch silicone, plastic lid with mouthpiece cover, 

solid plastic hand grip, BPA free

WATER BOTTLE, FOLDABLE 600ML POWDER YELLOW

CZ14649
soft touch silicone, roll up function, drinking spout,

BPA free

WATER BOTTLE, FOLDABLE 600ML POWDER PEACH

CZ14650
soft touch silicone, roll up function, drinking spout,

BPA free



Kasteelstraat 97, 8700 Tielt, Belgium | T +32 (0) 51 42 42 11  |  www.lannoographics.com

BELGIË & LUXEMBURG

Xavier Bertein 
Sales manager
BELGIË & NEDERLAND_
xavier.bertein@lannoo.be
T +32 (0) 474 48 44 94

Katrien Mistiaen
Key account manager_
katrien.mistiaen@lannoo.be
T +32 (0) 497 02 58 53

Stefan Corens 
Account manager 
ANTWERPEN, LIMBURG & VL BRABANT (BE)_
stefan.corens@lannoo.be
T +32 (0) 497 59 35 02

Tars Wyckstandt  
Account manager
OOST- & WEST-VLAANDEREN & VL-BRABANT (BE)_
tars.wyckstandt@lannoo.be
T +32 (0) 473 54 38 18

Pierre Fages
Account manager
BRUXELLES, LA WALLONIE (BE) & LUXEMBOURG_
pierre.fages@lannoo.be
T +32 (0) 491 23 11 73

NEDERLAND

Mascha Pieterse 
Business Development & Key account manager
NEDERLAND_
mascha.pieterse@lannoo.be
T +31 (0)6 23 77 17 54

Bart Komin
Account manager
MIDDEN- EN ZUID-NEDERLAND_
bart.komin@lannoo.nl
T +31 (0)6 82 80 80 11

Olaf Heijman
Account manager
NOORD- EN OOST-NEDERLAND_
olaf.heijman@lannoo.nl 
T +31 (0)6 21 67 91 81

INTERNATIONAL

Katrien Mistiaen
Key account manager
SALES INTERNATIONAL_
katrien.mistiaen@lannoo.be
T +32 (0) 497 02 58 53

Christophe Prime
Account manager
SALES FRANCE & INTERNATIONAL_
christopheprime@yahoo.fr
T +33 (0)6 30 67 83 25


